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Meet Bexi
Bexi is a design automation company that lives at

“It’s the ultimate model

the intersection of business, creativity, and

that thousands of brand

technology — and provides strategy and design

and design managers

solutions to regulated industries. If you work
in either Life Sciences, Healthcare, Pharma,

have dreamed of but

Telecommunications, or Cannabis, partnering

never had access to.”

with us makes it easy to maximize creativity and
accelerate brand awareness. Bexi boast a team of
industry-leading experts in building world-class end-

Andreas Forsland

to-end brand experiences.

Founder and CEO at Cognixion

Bexi encourages our employees and clients to
share ideas, insights, best practices, and emerging
trends within and across various design disciplines
and focuses.

Introducing
DayTwo
DayTwo is a global healthcare company that promotes
health and wellness by encouraging clients to live
better lives through personalized diets. They built a
model that predicts glycemic response for foods and
food combinations more accurately than counting
carbohydrates — a breakthrough in dieting and weight
loss. DayTwo’s app and diet recommendations help its
members with meal planning and nutritional education.
It allows participants to eat the foods they love with
minor modifications—including access to over 1 million
searchable food, grocery, and restaurant menu items.
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The Challenge
Despite having a world-class product, DayTwo
struggled to position itself as a leading brand in the
crowded digital health-tech industry.
Their website was outdated, social media efforts
were limited, and marketing campaigns were overall
fairly ineffective.
DayTwo needed a partner to act as a fully integrated,
full-service digital marketing partner to help
acquire new customers and earn the mindshare of
healthcare workers worldwide. So, we began working
with one another and immediately implemented our
top-notch marketing strategies and solutions.

Multi-Faceted
Marketing
Overhall
Our primary platform used to manage DayTwo’s
marketing efforts was Marketo, which delivers endto-end engagement for modern demand marketing.
We used key Marketo tools to create a bank of
customizable marketing collateral templates so their
team could become more self-service over time.

Then, we designed and developed a comprehensive
and engaging brand kit and website. DayTwo’s style
guide was designed to ensure its identity — logo,
colors, typefaces, icons, shapes, and every single
critical detail — will continue to be recognizable
consistently throughout different channels, both
online and in print.
Lastly, we launched a multi-platform marketing

Day Two brand
experience

campaign to skyrocket DayTwo’s online and physical
presence and brand recognition. The results were
nothing short of impressive.
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Rave Results
After retooling and relaunching DayTwo’s website,
they can now provide their users with a unique
customer experience.

“It felt like one team
working toward the same
goal, and we couldn’t be

They deliver relevant and relatable content
that addresses customer pain points and offers

happier with the result!”

recommendations and solutions along every
step of their journey to keep engagement up and
conversations rolling.

Lihi Segal

The marketing campaign efforts and templatized

CEO, Co-Founder
of DayTwo

collate improved brand awareness, driving additional
traffic to the DayTwo website and yielding new leads
and paying customers.

866 239 4669
Bexi, Inc. is a global design automation company, providing strategy and design solutions to regulated industries. If you work in
Life Sciences or Healthcare or Telecommunications or Cannabis, partnering with Bexi, Inc. makes it easy to accelerate innovation
and maximize creativity. Bexi, Inc. only focuses on regulated industries and has built trusted partnerships with the most innovative
technology companies in the world, and boast a staff of industry leading experts in the areas of technology and design.
Bexi Inc. : 95 3rd Street 2nd Floor 100 San Francisco, CA 94103
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